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The most notorious
diaries of our time

A la Russe
ROLAND GELATT

• Made public at last—the scandalous journals of
Roger Casement, Irish patriot hanged for treason
by the British during World War I.
The diaries, a frank record of Casement's homosexuality, figured strongly in his failure to obtain a
reprieve, sparking storms of controversy on both
sides of the Atlantic.
These are perhaps the most explosive and mysterious documents in modern British history. Casement's diaries have been suppressed by Parliament
for more than 43 years. They are still classified as
official state secrets in Britain. They have never been
published before.

A Life for the Tsar is
G a landmark
in musical history
LINKA'S

that has been damned consistently
with the faintest possible praise.
There is no disputing its primacy
as the first opera—indeed the first
music—of any consequence to be
written by a Russian composer, nor
is there any gainsaying the success
that attended its first performance
at St. Petersburg in 1836. But A
Life for the Tsar gets short shrift
from Glinka's twentieth-century
expositors.
It appears that Glinka had the
misfortune to journey to Italy in
1830 and (horrors!) to fall under
the wretched influence of Bellini
and Donizetti. He returned to Russia tainted with Italianisms and in
A Life for the Tsar composed an
opera within the pre-Verdi operatic
tradition. And what could possibly
be worse than that? Even so faithful a partisan of Russian music as
the late M. D. Calvocoressi felt
obliged to warn readers that Glinka's opera would "prove tedious to
all but confirmed devotees of oldfashioned, full-dress opera."
Within the past decade, however,
the "old-fashioned" Italian opera
of Bellini and Donizetti has quite
suddenly come back into critical
favor. For the first time within living memory La Sonnambula is being listened to with respect. And
if Sonnambula, why not A Life for
the Tsar? A fresh look at Glinka's
first opera would seem to be in
order, and this is provided by a
new recording of it made in Paris,
with a Russian-singing cast, under
the direction of Igor Markevitch
(Capitol GCR 7163).
WORK, in this beautifully executed performance, turns out to
be not a bit tedious—and rather
less beholden to the pre-Verdi Italian
school than one would have been
led to believe. The division of the
May 14, 1959
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For our 48 page
sculpture catalog of
authentic museum
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opera into set pieces follows earlynineteenth-century practice, and the
long, slow gait of certain arias is
obviously Bellinian in spirit; but
there is a rhythmic brightness and
an imaginative use of orchestral
coloration quite apart from—and
above—the Bellini-Donizetti norm.
Indeed, in certain respects A Life
for the Tsar is more comparable to
nineteenth-century French music and
to Bizet in particular than to the
orchestrally unadventurous Italian
school. One is led to suspect that
the composer of L'Arle'sienne and
Carmen studied Glinka's opera to
good advantage.
"lyTo TEDIUM at all? Well, perhaps
-L ' that is too strong a claim to be
made for this, or any, Russian
opera. There are longueurs here, to
be sure, but the many good things
in the score far outweigh them. I
would single out in particular the
Act I trio, a serene elegy in B minor
ornamented with lovely melismatic
arabesques in the soprano part; the
Polish ballet music in Act II, full
of vigorous movement and deliciously wrought instrumental effects
(surely the Pas de Quatre inspired
Tchaikovsky when he turned to
Sleeping Beauty); the soprano Romance in Act III, a melancholy
lament that bears comparison with
Mozart's "Ach, ich fiihl's"; and the
massive final "Sldvsya" chorus, which
is radiant with the pealing of Moscow bells.
The cast of the new recording is
composed of an American soprano
(Teresa Stich-Randall), a Yugoslav contralto (Mela Bugarinovitch),
a Swedish tenor (Nicolai Gedda),
and a Bulgarian bass (Boris Christoff). Miss Bugarinovitch wobbles
rather distressingly at times; otherwise the singing is first-rate—Miss
Stich-Randall's spectacularly so.
However, it is Igor Markevitch, the
one bona fide Russian connected
with the undertaking, who rightfully
takes first honors. He is clearly enchanted with the score, and his conducting conveys the delight of the
musical discoverer who unexpectedly
happens upon a neglected masterpiece. The work is given reasonably
complete (a largish chunk is missing
from Act V) and the recording is
satisfactory. All told, something not
to be missed.
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lotting the hero's role, that of Ivan
Sussanin, to a bass singer. Since
then basses have dominated Russian opera, and the fortunes of this
repertoire outside Russia have depended largely on the availability
of suitable deep-voiced singers. The
chief exponent of Russian bass roles
in the West today is Boris Christoff,
a forty-year-old Bulgarian who received his training in Italy and has
never crossed the boundaries of
Russia. Christoff has sung the role
of Boris Godunov in most of the
great opera houses of the world
(though not at the Metropolitan)
and has been acclaimed by longmemoried operagoers as more than
a reasonable facsimile of the great
Chaliapin. In addition to A Life for
the Tsar, he has made a recording
of Boris Godunov (originally published here by RCA Victor in 1953,
now reissued as Capitol GDR 7164)
and, more recently, of Mussorgsky's
entire output of songs (Angel
3575).
The latter production—an album
containing four LP records and a
lavishly printed eighty-four-page
booklet of texts and annotationsbears some comment. Like all complete collections, it has its peaks and
valleys. Mussorgsky committed his
share of misfires—lethargic romantic
effusions, dull topical satires, character studies that convey more
"realism" than music—and they are
here along with the flowerings of
genius. But the collection does
allow us to experience Mussorgsky
in the round, so to speak, and to
follow his development step by step
into one of the supreme song composers of all time (his work is
presented in strict chronological
order). The album is analogous to
the sumptuously produced art books
devoted to a painter's entire lifework, those fascinating tomes which
—as Andre Malraux has observedenable us to become our own curators and free us from total dependence on the few isolated masterpieces by which most artists are
known. This collection of songs enables us to become our own impresarios, and it reveals some unsuspected marvels. Throughout the
album Christoff's vocal and interpretative powers function at top
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form. His range is enormous—from
the wide-eyed prattle of a young
child in With Nursey through the
dreamy legato of On the River to
the terrifying colloquy between
death and the mother in Cradle
Song—and the total accomplishment
adds up to a tour de force which
few singers today could even hope
to approach.
T TNFORTUNATELY, as a documenta*-J tion of Mussorgsky's genius the
album has some severe flaws. For
an unexplained—and one would
think inexplicable—reason, Christoft
seems to prefer the old nineteenthcentury editions of the songs as
"edited" by Rimsky-Korsakov to the
more recent Soviet edition based on
Mussorgsky's manuscripts. Rimsky
was a fine composer, but as an editor
he left a great deal to be desired.
He did not boggle at changing melodies in Mussorgsky's songs, "correcting" harmonies, adding his own
postludes, and in general making
as free use of the blue pencil as
he desired. If Christoff really had
some rationale for favoring these
doctored texts over the music as
Mussorgsky wrote it, he does not
convey it in the voluminous annotations he wrote for this album.
Indeed, one would not know from
those annotations that any textual
problems had ever existed in regard to Mussorgsky's songs.
It is lamentable too that Christoft
has chosen the orchestral accompaniments of Rimsky-Korsakov and
Glazunov in certain of the songs in
preference to Mussorgsky's own
piano accompaniments. He explains
that "the orchestrations enhance the
richness and color of these compositions," but again we are being
offered something other than what
the composer intended. Curiously,
Christoff does not use any of the
orchestrations that Mussorgsky himself wrote. In fact, to judge from
his notes on "Tell Me, Star, Where
Art Thou?" and "Night," one cannot
be certain that he even knows about
them.
Great artists are seldom great
scholars, and artistry is undoubtedly
more precious than scholarship. But
why, in undertaking an edition as
elaborate as this, did not the recording company obtain a little expert advice?
THE REPORTER

T

who touched the elephant's head said
"An elephant is like a water pot." The one who felt his
ears said "like a basket." Another fingered the tusks
and said "An elephant is like a plow." Feeling the legs, a
fourth said "like a post." And the blind man who touched the
elephant's belly asserted "An elephant is like a granary."
It's the same way with the news. You touch a part and
you think "This is how it is"—but you may be wrong. Even
when you understand one or more parts of the news perfectly, you may still put the parts together incorrectly, you
may still base an inexact over-all picture on them. To get
the whole truth, you have to get the whole story.
That's why you need to read THE REPORTER. THE REPORTER helps you to piece together the many parts of the
news into a clear, coherent picture. When parts of the picture are missing, THE REPORTER finds them and fills them
in for you.
HE BLIND MAN

For THE REPORTER gives you the whole story—which is
why THE REPORTER has won sixteen top journalism awards.
In fact, a recent study of leading newsmen and newswomen across the country shows that the working press of
the United States looks upon THE REPORTER as "must"
reading. They look to it for detailed background information, as a source of news not covered by other publications
and, whether they agree or not, for THE REPORTER'S interpretation of news events around the world.

you can readily grasp and act upon. Armed with such information, you can achieve a depth and breadth of insight that
will enable you to make sound judgments on the major
events and issues of our times.
Never has the world needed your full understanding more
than it does now—and never have you had a magazine
better suited to help you understand your world. So get the
important news and get it in its whole perspective by reading
THE REPORTER regularly. Start your subscription today.
Do you enjoy THE REPORTER ? Don't you think your friends
would enjoy it too? They'll appreciate THE REPORTER SO much,
and it will cost you so little to give when you avail yourself
of our special introductory rate:

the next 18 issues
for only $3.27
If you haven't yet subscribed to THE REPORTER, you may take
advantage of this special offer too. Your subscription—or your
friends'—will begin as soon as we receive your order, so mail
the card today. You need send no money; we will bill you
later, if you prefer.
Regular rates: I year $6, 2 years $9.50, 3 years $12
Add $1 per year for Foreign Postage

Using a bold new approach to journalism, THE REPORTER
brings you the kind of information to which only specialists
ordinarily have access—but it puts this information in terms
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Complete Shakespeare
•O VOLUMES | RETAIL PRICE $ 6 O | F O R ONLY $ O
- I F YOU AGREE TO BUY SIX BOOKS FROM THE B o o k - o f - t h e - M o n t h C l u b WITHIN
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"MUCH THE BEST WAY TO OWN
AND READ SHAKESPEARE"
— H E N R Y SEIDEL C A N B Y

HE single portable volumes enable you to read the
plays wherever you are and whenever the mood is
upon you. The series is especially valuable for young
people—both as an aid in their school work and to
stimulate a lifelong interest in the greatest works ever
written in the English language.

T

METAL RACK GIVEN
WITH THE SET...

so that the
40 volumes can
be kept in any
convenient
corner
of the home

GOOD SENSE: A TRIAL MEMBERSHIP
HE PURPOSE of this extraordinary offer is to
demonstrate in a dramatic way the Club's
unique Book-Dividend system, through which
members regularly receive valuable library volumes—either completely without charge or at a
small fraction of their price—simply by buying
the books they would buy anyway. A single
edition of this Shakespeare set was prepared for
the Club's usual promotional effort this winter
and early spring. A limited number of sets is
still available, but there can be no additional
sets manufactured when the present supply
is exhausted. Consequently, if you are interested, immediate action is advisable. If your
order is received after the present edition is
all spoken, for, you will be notified and, of
course, will have the option of canceling the
membership or choosing a similarly valuable set.

T

if: The complete Shakespeare set will be sent
with the first book you purchase (see coupon).
The five additional books you agree to buy can
be chosen from at least 200 Selections and Alternates to be made available during the coming
twelve months.

EACH VOLUMI I
POCKET SIZE: 4 3 /s w x 7 "

BEGIN MEMBERSHIP WITH ANY OF THESE GOOD BOOKS

2JC They can be books you would buy anyway,

yet you will pay—on the average—20% less for
them than otherwise.
jf: After your sixth purchase—if you continue
—with every second Club choice you buy you
will receive, without charge, a valuable BookDividend, averaging around $6 in retail value.
Since the inauguration of this profit-sharing
plan, $220,000,000 worth of free books (retail
value) were earned and received by Club members as Book-Dividends.
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by Boris Pasternak
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HOMAS HARROW

by John P. Marquand
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only) $$.25
(-] ONLY IN AMERICA
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by Thor Heyerdahl
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•
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ANATOMY OF A
MURDER

by Robert Traver
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•

THE AFFLUENT
SOCIETY
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by John Kenneth
Galbraith $5.00
THE KING MUST DIE
by Mary Renault
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ELIZABETH THE
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•
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by Robert Payne
Combined price (to,
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MOUNTOLIVE
by Lawrence Durrell
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INSIDE RUSSIA
TODAY by John Gunther
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY Of MARK
TWAIN
Edited by
Charles Neider
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THE COMING OF
THE NEW DEAL
by Arthur M.
Schlesinger, Jr.
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THE MOST OF
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hy S. J. Perelman
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In 40 volumes, billing me $6.00 (plus postage), with the
purchase of my first selection, checked at the left. Also
send me, without extra charge, a metal book rack to hold
the 40-volume set. I agree to purchase at least five additional monthly Selections—or Alternates—during the first
year I am a member. Thereafter I need buy only four such
books in any twelve-month period to maintain, membership.
I have the right to cancel my membership any time after
buying six Club choices. After my sixth purchase, if I
continue, I am to receive a Book-Dividend* with every
second Selection—or Alternate—I buy. (A small charge is
added to cover postage and mailing expenses.)
PLEASE NOTE: A Double Selection—or a set of books
offered to members at a special combined price—is counted
as a single book in reckoning Book-Dividend credit, and in
fulfilling the membership obligation.
Mr. )
Mr*. }
Miss )

(Please print plainly)

City
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State
Books for Canadian members are usually priced slightly
higher, are shipped from from Toronto duty free, and may
be paid for in cither U. S. or Canadian currency.
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